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## SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

Abstract

In conclusion, all the studies support the idea that vaccinations can reduce the need for antibiotic prescriptions. -This conclusion didn't address the study's objective (see the title and revise the conclusion section also). Several studies have hypothesized that rotavirus vaccination has been linked to lower rates of antibiotic resistance. -I can't find those studies in the Introduction section. Method

Is this study specific for rotavirus infection in children? (see key word in search strategy) The author should revise the title and add information in Introduction section. There are six different study designs (inclusion criteria). Why the author state not applicable for evaluation the study's bias? There are critical appraisal tools for every study design. The following data were extracted and entered into a summarization table: name of the first author of the study, year of publication of the study, country of execution, study type, study period, population, intervention, administration of other vaccinations, population of comparison, assessment for or history of infections, history of antibiotic use, antibiotic prescriptions, antibiotic prescription following acute gastroenteritis, data on antimicrobial resistance. The author should report every finding for every aspect that already extracted, even...
though ‘NS, not specified’ or ‘Not assessed’ and discuss it subsequently (in the discussion section). What is the difference between ‘NS, not specified’ and ‘Not assessed’?
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**SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS**

This systematic review aims to explore the association between rotavirus and antibiotic resistance, considering the implications for patient care, public health, and antimicrobial stewardship. By synthesizing the available evidence, the authors aim to shed light on this topic and provide insights that can inform clinical practice, policy-making, and future research endeavors in this field. It has certain clinical value and significance.